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It is believed that in the RNA world the operational (ribozymes) and the infor-
mational (riboscripts) RNA molecules were created with only three (adenosine,
uridine, and guanosine) and two (adenosine and uridine) nucleosides, respectively,
so that the genetic code started uncomplicated. Ribozymes subsequently evolved
to be able to cut and paste themselves and riboscripts were acceptive to rigor-
ous editing (adenosine to inosine); the intensive diversif ication of RNA molecules
shaped novel cellular machineries that are capable of polymerizing amino acids—a
new type of cellular building materials for life. Initially, the genetic code, encoding
seven amino acids, was created only to distinguish purine and pyrimidine; it was
later expanded in a stepwise way to encode 12, 15, and 20 amino acids through the
relief of guanine from its roles as operational signals and through the recruitment
of cytosine. Therefore, the maturation of the genetic code also coincided with
(1) the departure of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (AARSs) from the primordial
translation machinery, (2) the replacement of informational RNA by DNA, and (3)
the co-evolution of AARSs and their cognate tRNAs. This model predicts gradual
replacements of RNA-made molecular mechanisms, cellular processes by proteins,
and informational exploitation by DNA.
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Introduction

The evolution of artificial codes depends upon human
intelligence (1 ), whereas the genetic code is believed
to evolve through very lengthy and very ancient selec-
tion processes that began in the RNA world (2 ) and
subsequently optimized and maturated in the mod-
ern world after DNA finally replaced one of RNA’s
major roles—bearing and passing on the genetic in-
formation in a robust way. The birth of life as its
primordial form—RNA—was proposed to take place
about 3.5 billion years ago around a time window of
a few hundred million years (3–5 ). Although it is im-
possible to reconstruct real cellular processes of the
two early yet brilliant transitions of life: from the
RNA life first to the RNA–protein life and then to
the RNA–protein–DNA life (6 ), a description of plau-
sible scenarios for the processes is of importance in
understanding stepwise creations of many molecular
mechanisms and their basic machineries. In this short
paper, we attempt to propose a theoretical framework
for such transitions to better understand their impact
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on the maturity of the genetic code. This proposi-
tion is certainly not free of loopholes but should be
able to stimulate further contemplation and imagina-
tion. Whether a model becomes popular or not relies
entirely on its predicting power and its insights into
molecular details yet to be revealed.

Model

The RNA world and its early code

The evolution of the genetic code began in the early
phase of the RNA world where RNA molecules started
to be built as simple nucleotide repeats or polymers.
These de novo-synthesized polymers had to survive
somehow for millions and millions of years in order to
allow life to get started with structurally and func-
tionally divergent RNA molecules that provide com-
plexity and perform sufficient functions. Although
template-directed synthesis might not be initially nec-
essary since protocells certainly had to fight for life’s
“seed components” among themselves, these RNA
molecules could either be cut and pasted at the molec-
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ular level or be chemically modified to turn into other
similar structures at the building-block level for struc-
tural and functional diversities. RNA editing was ob-
viously a molecular mechanism as part of the RNA
polymerization machinery aside from splicing. Once
engulfing wars among the protocells started going,
RNA molecules and their complexes had to be consis-
tently synthesized, chemically modified, spliced, and
assembled into two essential classes, operational and
informational. Up to a point, template-directed syn-
thesis of RNAs might have exhibited advantages over
simple undirected polymerization. The operational
RNAs or ribozymes resembled the modern proteina-
ceous molecules and their complexes, whereas the
informational RNAs or riboscripts were functionally
equivalent to messenger RNAs in the contemporary
biological world (CB world). In the CB world, the
latter is called RNA splicing, which is either catalyzed
by a “-some” (usually a complex formed by proteins
and RNA as well as DNA sometimes; Table 1)—the
spliceosome—or self-spliced. Of course, we have made
here a bold assumption that life may start as a proto-
type of eukaryotic organism rather than prokaryote-
like before recruitment of DNA, and eukaryotes are
known to have preserved some of the critical molec-
ular mechanisms such as RNA splicing through the
spliceosomal pathway and complex organelles gener-
ated from intermediates of engulfing each other.

The primitive genetic code would not be consid-
ered necessary until early versions of the RNA-built
translatosome were invented, which made primitive
life forms leap into the late phase (Phase II) of the
RNA world—the RNA–protein life (Table 1). Once
requisite polypeptides were synthesized according to
a ciphertext, genetic codes came into the play. If we
assume that the early life forms and their shared ge-

netic code did not use cytidine (C) before the involve-
ment of DNA, since it seems not stable enough to join
primitive organisms (7 , 8 ), the first set of codons was
simple and purine-sensitive at the third codon posi-
tion (cp3) (9 , 10 ). The codons were mostly made of
adenosine (A) and uridine (U), formed by a binary
code that only distinguished purine from pyrimidine
(Figure 1A). If we assume that the modern code be-
came universal in life’s early history or inherited the
RNA code with faith, it encoded possibly seven amino
acids (here we assume isoleucine and methionine are
exchangeable and functionally equivalent; both are
capable of starting peptide synthesis) as well as pos-
sessed both start and stop signals. These amino acids
have rather impressive physicochemically diversified
side chains, albeit relatively devoid of small and acidic
amino acids (Figure 1B).

Since primitive translatosomes were made to
be simple, there was a possibility that the first
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (AARSs) might have
started as a permanent part of this protein-
manufacturing machinery and fell off from it, together
with tRNAs, as the genetic code forged ahead for
creating peptide complexity. The first batch of RNA-
encoded proteins was mostly protective for integrity
of primordial cells and their cellular components, and
undoubtedly included those for RNA binding and
membrane stability, constituted by basic, aromatic,
and hydrophobic amino acids. The first division of
AARSs was predicted to ensure protein diversity so
that they must distinguish the two polar amino acids,
asparagine and tyrosine, as well as the two aromatic
amino acids, phenylalanine and tyrosine. In contrast,
it might not be necessary to tell leucine, isoleucine,
and methionine apart.

Table 1 Basic cellular machinery for the RNA world and the CB world

Cellular machinery Phase World and function Substrate*

R P D

Editosome I The RNA world I: RNA synthesis and editing +

Spliceosome I The RNA world I: RNA splicing +

Translatosome II The RNA world II: RNA–peptide and protein synthesis + +

Reverse-transcriptosome III The CB world: RNA-based DNA synthesis + +

Transcriptosome III The CB world: DNA-based RNA synthesis + +

Replisome III The CB world: DNA replication + +

Repairosome III The CB world: DNA repair + +

*R, P, and D stand for RNA, protein, and DNA, respectively. The “+” signs indicate the presence of a particular

molecular mechanism and its corresponding substrates.
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Amino acid Side chain

K (Lysine) -(CH2)4NH3+

N (Asparagine) -CH2CONH2

M (Methionine) -(CH2)2SCH3

I (Isoleucine) -CH(CH3)CH2CH3

Y (Tyrosine) -CH2C6H4OH

L (Leucine) -CH2CH(CH3) 2

F (Phelalanine) -CH2C6H5

RRR
AAA

K

YYY
UUU

F

RRY
AAU

N

YYR
UUA

L
YRY
UAU

Y

RYR
AUA

I(M)/Sr
YRR
UAA
St

RYY
AUU

I

A B
Fig. 1 The R–Y (A–U) code (A) and its encoded amino acids (B). R and Y stand for purine and pyrimidine,

respectively. Start and stop codons are indicated with Sr and St, respectively. RYR or AUA is assumed as start codon

rather than encodes isoleucine since RYY or AUU already does so.

The first expansion of the early code

The expansion of the early code relies on the recruit-
ment of new building blocks. There are at least two
possible scenarios: one concerns the limited recruit-
ment of guanine (G) and the other assumes edit-
ing mechanisms that convert adenosine (A) to ino-
sine (I). Both scenarios should be able to provide
significant structural diversity and coding capacity
for ribozymes and riboscripts, respectively. Base
or nucleoside conversions between the two purine-
containing nucleosides—A and I—as well as between
the two pyrimidine-containing nucleosides—U and C,
have been carried over to the CB world. Inosine is
capable of forming double hydrogen bonds with U, G,
and C. Although the two scenarios may not be mutu-
ally exclusive, that is, they might have evolved inde-
pendently or co-existed, we discuss them separately
just for simplicity.

In one scenario, we assume that G was recruited
by riboscripts in a limited way in addition to serv-
ing as a divergent building block and processing sig-
nals for ribozymes (Figure 2A). Although a ribozyme
without G and C was proven functional (11 ), struc-
tural and functional diversities provide advantages for
life forms to compete for survival. Since dinucleotides
AG and GU are designated as signals for splice sites,
the expansion of the codons in this scenario might
be limited to tryptophane, glutamic acid, aspartic
acid, cysteine, and glycine. These five new recruits
are very impressive: the largest (tryptophane), the
negatively charged (glutamic acid and aspartic acid),
the disulfide-bond-forming (cysteine), and the small-
est (glycine) amino acids.

In the other scenario, we assume that A was se-

lectively and constantly edited into I in riboscripts in
a context of A and I co-existence, so codons were ex-
tended to match more AA-tRNAs. The result of this
extension became identical to the first scenario (Fig-
ure 2B). This scenario is strongly supported by the
distribution of AARS classes (Figure 3) as the expan-
sion of amino acids and their corresponding AARSs
follow the class rule largely (12 ). In addition, similar
roles of nucleotide modifications have been inherited
by all the extant life forms, such as wobble pairing
between anticodons of tRNA molecules and codons of
mRNA (13 ). For instance, AAY (N) and its “sibling
codons”, IAY (D), AIY (S), and IIY (G), share the
same class of AARSs. The K group (AAR, AIR, IAR,
and IIR) has a little complication, as there are two
Lys-RSs belonging to classes I and II. Correspond-
ingly, lysine’s “sibling codons” can certainly go with
class I (Glu-RS and Arg-RS) except glycine that was
defined by its Y-ending codons. An alternative ex-
planation is that Gly-RS may have an unusual history
since its active form is a unique tetramer. The consen-
sus of the two scenarios suggests an early-expanded
genetic code that encodes twelve amino acids other
than start and stop codons.

The second expansion of the genetic

code

The second recruitment of the early genetic code has
to be arginine, serine, and valine after dinucleotides
GU and AG were finally freed from serving as se-
quences of splice sites since spliceosomes became more
sophisticated. The new addition that makes a set of
fifteen amino acids was a subtle extension of the exist-
ing amino acids considering both the physicochemical
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AAR K
IAR E
AIR R
IIR G

UUY F

AAY N
IAY D
AIY S
IIY G

UUR L

UAY Y
UIY C

AUR Sr
IUR V

UAR St
UIR St,W

AUY I
IUY V

AAR K
AAY N
UAR St
UAY Y
AUR I,M/Sr
AUY I
UUR L
UUY F

GAR E
GAY D
GUN V

AGR R
AGY S
UGR W,St
UGY C

GGN G

A B
Fig. 2 The extended early code in two scenarios: (A) incorporation of G but avoiding AG and GU (both dinucleotides

were used as splicing signals) and (B) extended through base editing from A to I. The codons overlapping with splice

signals and the original codons are underlined.

AAR (K)
AAY (N)

UAR (St)

UAY (Y)

AUR (I,M/Sr)

AUY (I)
UUR (L)
UUY (F)

AGR (R)
AGY (S)

UGR (St,W)

UGY (C)

ACN (T) UCN (S)

GAR (E)
GAY (D)

CAR (Q)
CAY (H)

GUN (V) CUN (L)

GGN (G) CGN (R)

GCN (A) CCN (P)

Fig. 3 The organization of the genetic code and AARSs. The code is divided into two halves, pro-diversity (unshaded

area) and pro-robustness (shaded area), according to sensitivity of the codons to purine (AG) content changes. AARSs

are also divided into two types and the Type II enzymes are underlined. There are both types of AARSs for lysine

although it is underlined in this figure. After C was recruited as an essential building block, the code was extended to

include more amino acids with its C-containing codons. The rule of extension for AARSs followed a G–C conversion

trend except the six-fold codons (L, R, and S). For instance, the pairs, such as CAR and GAR, CAY and GAY, GCN

and GGN, share the same class of AARSs.

property and the secondary structure: arginine was an
alternative of lysine; serine was a smaller version of
tyrosine; and valine added another variation to the hy-
drophobic amino acids—leucine, isoleucine, methion-
ine, and phenylalanine (14–17 ).

The most puzzling feature of the code is its un-
usual redundancy where only three amino acids, argi-
nine, leucine, and serine, are encoded with six codons;
they by now have all been recruited and later ex-
panded to acquire their quadruplets when cytosine
joined the genetic code. Let us first make a few ob-
servations on leucine in comparison to the other two
amino acids. First, although they are all among the
most abundant amino acids in the extant genomes,
leucine is always the most abundant in all three king-

doms of modern life forms. Serine comes to the second
among eukaryotic genomes, such as in the human and
Arabidopsis genomes. Arginine is the least abundant
among the three, which barely makes it to the top ten
among some of the bacterial genomes. Second, leucine
has the easiest codon conversion between the doublet
and the quadruplet among all three amino acids: a
simple base transition between U and C results in a
change from UUR to CUR. This suggests that leucine
is capable of playing essential structural roles for most
proteins and maintains their integrity when GC con-
tent increases. Similarly, to keep arginine and ser-
ine unchanged, transversions have to be introduced;
a single transversion has to take place to change AGR
to CGR for arginine, and double transversions, AGY
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to UCY for serine, are indispensable. Their changes
are not as easy as what is seen for leucine. Third,
leucine has dimensions most similar to four other
amino acids with side chains that have rather di-
verse physicochemical properties from it: isoleucine,
histidine, methionine, and lysine (14 , 15 ). All three
observations support the notion that leucine should
be the most abundant amino acids for all major life
forms. By the same token, serine ranks the second. It
has two counterparts, threonine and tyrosine. Serine
differs from leucine and arginine in forming protein
secondary structures; it prefers turns as compared
to leucine that favors alpha-helix and arginine that
is rather neutral to all three major secondary struc-
tures. Arginine also has two counterparts, histidine
and lysine. It is unique in forming protein secondary
structures—the only amino acid that is indiscrimi-
nately honored by alpha-helix, beta-sheet, and turn.
These observations lead to a hypothesis that the ad-
ditional codons for these three amino acids were tai-
lored to balance the abundant amino acids when DNA
nucleotide composition changes, such as GC content
or AG (purine) content increases. The corresponding
codons are organized in such a way that they bal-
ance between pro-diversity and pro-robustness halves
of the genetic code (9 , 10 ). The result of such a bal-

ancing power is the stability of amino acid compo-
sition and its subtle effect on protein conformations
when mutations bombard the coding sequence over
evolutionary time scales. By now, the genetic code
is good enough for directing protein synthesis, and
the sophistication of proteinaceous cellular machiner-
ies have made life more diverged, robust, and com-
plex.

The final expansion of the genetic code

The final or the third recruitment of the code had
to happen when DNA replaced RNA as the infor-
mational molecule for better precision and stabil-
ity. It was the invention of the most critical cellular
mechanism—reverse-transcription—that made this a
reality, and the template-directed DNA replication
marked the beginning of the new world. The evolu-
tion of many new cellular mechanisms, such as DNA
replication, repair, and DNA-directed transcription,
made the new world having achieved its perfection
almost immediately (Figure 4). The contemporary
genetic code was born and fixed after cytosine and its
deoxyl derivative joined in as one of the four building
blocks for RNA and DNA, respectively.

RNA

RNA to DNA

DNA to DNA

DNA to RNA

Operational Informational

Informational

Spliceosome

Translatosome

Reverse-
transcriptosome

Editosome

Spliceosome TranslatosomeTranscriptosomeReplisome Repairosome

A

B

Translatosome

Spliceosome

Fig. 4 Hypothetical schemes illustrating how RNAs were spliced into informational and operational molecules in the

RNA world with the involvement of cellular machineries, such as spliceosome and reverse-transcriptosome (A). In the

DNA–RNA–protein world, replisome and repairosome were created for managing DNA processes (B).
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The code had to be filled up with new recruits
as the coding capacity increased. Histamine and glu-
tamine filled in instantly due to their contributions
to catalytic properties and similarities to the two ex-
isting basic amino acids, respectively. Threonine ex-
tended the function of serine but added subtlety in
protein structures. Alanine has almost identical size
and volume parameters as serine but is hydrophobic
(14 , 15 ). This new recruit plays a very crucial role
in protein structure and function diversity: swapping
between a hydroxyl group with hydrophilic property
and hydrophobic side chain if the size change is tol-
erable for essential functions of a protein. Proline is
undoubtedly the last addition. On the one hand, it
distorts the protein backbone in a unique way that
no other amino acid does; on the other hand, it fits
in with its hydrophobicity and modest size, resulting
minimal changes when replacing other amino acids,
such as aspartic acid, glutamine, and threonine.

The corresponding expansion pattern in AARS
classes also supports the simple extension hypothe-
sis. Aside from the six-fold degenerate codons, there
are six sets of codons involved in the final expansion,
which encode six amino acids. They are all in the
same class of AARSs as those of the closest (or neigh-
boring) G-containing or I-pairing codons. For in-
stance, AARSs for two doublet-encoding amino acids,
histidine (CAR) and glutamine (CAY), are the same
as those for glutamic acid (GAR) and aspartic acid
(GAY), respectively. The rest are CCN to GGN as
well as ACN to GCN/GGN.

Evolution has certainly been involved in shaping
up the genetic code. First, it shaped up the code
through a long creation and optimization process so
that the code finally adapted to a format that min-
imized the damage power of nucleotide changes on
RNA in the RNA world or on both DNA and RNA
in the CB world. Second, the code has organized
in such a way that changes in DNA composition al-
ter protein composition in a very distinct direction—
from the AU-rich quarter to the GC-rich quarter, a
shift emphasizing amino acids in favorite of either
the catalytic moiety or the structural moiety, respec-
tively. Third, while minimizing damage through a
well-organized code, evolution also took the advan-
tage of sequence variation at the third codon position;
variations of the transversion type (between R and Y)
at this position alter the encoded amino acids. There
are 15 amino acids (75%) in the pro-diversity half
of the canonical genetic code, which are sensitive to
transversional changes. Finally, the relic of the chang-

ing code has still been observed in yeast and some
organellar genomes, involving especially amino acids
with six-fold degenerate codes—arginine, leucine, and
serine (18 ).

Evolution also worked on molecular mechanisms.
Making multiple copies of RNA molecules must have
been the first molecular mechanism invented in the
RNA world. Since replication as a biological term is
dedicated to describe the process of making copies of
a DNA molecule, we have to invent another word for
making RNA copies, namely editosome, which is ca-
pable of both replicating a RNA molecule and editing
it to change its minor content individually. The sec-
ond major molecular mechanism in the RNA world
has to be the spliceosome that cut and paste RNA
fragments. It remains active in the CB world. The
third one is the translatosome that manufactures pro-
teins directly; it marks the transition of a primitive
RNA world to a mature RNA world where a transition
to the modern world or the CB world started. The key
contribution of proteins to this transition is the accu-
racy of physicochemical activities of active proteins
such as enzymes and receptors. Another key molec-
ular mechanism invented in the transition time was
the reverse-transcriptosome. DNA was finally intro-
duced to life by this protein–RNA complex, so did the
CB world thereafter by the invention of replisome, re-
pairosome, and transcriptosome; all of them are DNA-
dependent. If we say the translatosome marked the
ending of the RNA world, the reverse-transcriptosome
declared the birth of the CB world where new inven-
tions continued until the rest of the “-somes” were
made to work (Table 1).

Evolution works on genes and their variants that
are borne by individuals within a species. This is
largely true for multicellular organisms but not true
for most of the unicellular organisms, especially
prokaryotes where horizontal gene transfer is a ma-
jor cellular process for exchanging genes and their
variants. Individuals carry gene variations distinct
from the rest of the same species and survive within a
breeding population. Selection will only work on the
variations of genes and DNA elements in germlines for
multicellular organisms where they may result in ad-
vantage in survival for the variation-bearing individ-
uals. Speciation depends on the degree and accumu-
lation of such variations. Therefore, evolution starts
from alterations of DNA sequences, filtered through
the genetic code, reaches protein sequences, and the
result is tested by fitness and survival at the individ-
ual level.
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Exemplified predictions based on the

codon expansion model

Whether a theoretical model becomes popular or not
depends on its predicting power and subsequent val-
idation of its predictions. Although it is extremely
hard for a model that attempts to predict the al-
most unpredictable—what had happened in the RNA
world, we can still make some of the most obvious pre-
dictions. We would like to give a few examples here.
First, the codon expansion model predicts that some
of the protein domains may be created with the early
codons and their corresponding amino acids so they
are transversion-sensitive at cp3. The idea can be ex-
tended to expect that most of the protein domains in
DNA-related machineries may be built by the fully ex-
panded codons so they were able to recruit the full set
of amino acids for functional intricacies. However, it
is very difficult to re-establish the initial composition
of the assumed codon-biased domains since evolution
has been taking its toll of altering them constantly
for billions of years. Second, the model predicts that
the splicing and editing machineries are invented ear-
lier for building a viable ancestral life form so that
the prokaryotes might have lost most of them, if not
all. Since heavy compartmentalization, such as build-
ing organelles and nucleus, had to come after pro-
teins replaced most of the operational RNAs, we be-
lieve that a true eukaryote might have been born from
an eukaryote-like precursor rather than its function-
striped forms—prokaryotes or prokaryote-like organ-
isms. The final example is the prediction that cer-
tain groups of prokaryotes may keep significantly low
GC content for maintaining a biased purine content,
and these organisms should use more ancient pro-
tein domains in their proteomes dominated by purine-
sensitive amino acids (19–21 ).

We did try to validate some of our predictions by
examining some ancient proteins that are believed to
be created in the RNA world. For instance, some of
the RNA-binding proteins must be among the first
to be invented for the protection of functional RNA
molecules, including single-strand or double-strand
binding proteins as well as their binding domains:
the single-stranded RNA-binding domain (ssRBD)
and double-stranded RNA-binding domain (dsRBD).
Since evolution has done its job to check the essential-
ity of every amino acid for a given protein domain, we
need only to align the sequences over a diverged panel
and look for the decisive or highly conserved amino
acids in the domain. Taking the dsRBD of ribonucle-

ase 3 as an example, we demonstrate a two-parameter
method to identify the most essential amino acids for
the domain based on the physicochemical properties
of amino acid side chains. The single parameters
are simple physicochemical property measures, such
as polarity, surface area, size, charge, hydrophobic-
ity, and disulfide-linkage. The double parameters are
various combinations of the single parameters, such
as size–polarity and surface area–hydrophobicity. In
the alignment of dsRBD with four subdomains from
various ribonuclease 3 proteins, we can easily recog-
nize a few amino acids that are either strictly con-
served or less strictly conserved across wide taxonomic
groups (Figure 5). Lysine is firmly restricted in both
size and charge for RNA binding through electronic
interaction. In contrast, aspartic acids (asparagine)
and leucine (phenylalanine) in the subdomains are
less conserved, perhaps only polarity and hydropho-
bicity are important for their RNA-binding functions,
respectively, that is, they are restricted only by a sin-
gle parameter. Tyrosine is another strictly conserved
amino acid among the four subdomains; it is con-
straint by both shape and hydrophobicity, which are
important factors for RNA binding through the π–π

interaction (specific to aromatic amino acids). The
highly conserved lysine and tyrosine in ribonuclease 3
RNA-binding domains suggest an early invention.

Conclusion

Primordial life has been evolving from simple to com-
plex as the genetic code expanded. A primordial
code was composed of A and U rather than all four
nucleotides—A, U, G, and C. Early in the RNA world,
G served as one of the three essential building blocks
of the operational RNA molecules but not part of the
genetic code. If interactions among molecules started
easy, these interactions should be less intimate, which
leads to our second assumption for the first set of
amino acids: they might be the larger and more di-
versified in physicochemical properties. Each of the
new additions was added stepwisely with justification
on subtle to significant alterations with minimal func-
tional damage for proteins. As the molecular mech-
anisms evolved, the genetic code eventually became
mature and fixed to a large extent in the CB world.
We may never be able to prove the history and mat-
uration process of the genetic code, but a meaning-
ful scenario will stimulate our thoughts and give us a
logical way to understand the possible arrangement of
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Fig. 5 Multiple sequence alignments of the RNA-binding domain in ribonuclease 3. The sequences were retrieved

from public databases from the top to the bottom as abbreviated names of the following: Pseudomonas solanacearum,

Dechloromonas aromatic, Shigella boydii serotype 4, Psychrobacter arcticum, Ehrlichia canis, Listeria monocytogenes

serotype 4b, Staphylococcus aureus, Dehalococcoides ethenogenes, Dehalococcoides sp., Desulfotalea psychrophila, Aquifex

aeolicus, Leptospira interrogans, Fusobacterium nucleatum, Treponema denticola, Campylobacter jejuni, Chlorobium

chlorochromatii, Mimivirus, Treponema pallidum, Mycobacterium leprae, Rhodopirellula baltica, Caenorhabditis elegans,

human, Tropheryma whipplei, Anabaena sp., Chlamydia trachomatis, and yeast. Strictly conserved and less strictly

conserved amino acids are indicated with stars and solid doubled dots, respectively.

the genetic code. New ideas will come soon, agree or
disagree with us, leading to an active forum for fruit-
ful discussions on other scenarios on the origin of the
genetic code.
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